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KEY FEATURES

- CBME—Competency Based Medical Curriculum based book as per the NMC norms.
- Covid-19 and covid 19 vaccines—a completely new chapter—includes myths, miseries and masterstrokes.
- All recent advances till December 2021 included in each topic.
- AETCOM—chapter on pediatric communication skills.
- Short video clips for common ward procedures and competencies.
- Clinical case scenarios at the end of chapters and making it a PG entrance-oriented book too.
- Bedside practical interpretations of common investigations—rational investigative approach.
- Unique chapter on 'Practical Pediatric Examination' sample case presentations with FAQs and viva questions. No need to buy a separate book for practical exams.
- Important clinical tips in each topic—a must remember.
- Flowcharts, tables and figures—a point wise reader-friendly presentation in question-answer format.
- All-in-One book—theory, practicals, PG NEET and clinical practice.

READERSHIP

- A comprehensive book for exam preparation for UGs, PGs and PG NEET aspirants.